The depiction of distance: a Bartelian analysis.
Work by Bartel has shown that observers make systematic errors when attempting to set a receding row of staves at equal intervals, and make even-more-pronounced errors in the same direction when drawing a similar row; consequently, the factors that contribute to this systematic distortion in spatial representation were examined. The results indicate that the tendency to overestimate nearer distances and underestimate further distances in pictorial space may be enhanced both by increasing the size ratio of the nearest and furthest pictorial elements and by increasing the angle of convergence of represented parallel contours. However, it is clear that size ratio is the more powerful independent variable. The reasons for this discrepancy are discussed and an explanation of the pattern of pictorial distortion, in terms of a compromise between an objective representation of the relative estimated distance of the depicted distances and an inaccurately anticipated optical projection, is proffered.